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1.1 INTRODUCTION 
In 2002, with Britain still bemoaning the loss of its traditional car industry and with 
manufacturing less than 10 per cent of the city’s employment, Nissan opened a London design 
studio. ‘The central London location in the rapidly developing area of the Paddington Basin was 
chosen because of its multi-cultural backdrop and the access it provides to important and 
influential sources in contemporary art, architecture, fashion and design movements,’ explained 
Car Design News (2003). ‘The studio is housed in The Rotunda, a former British Rail maintenance 
depot built in the 1960s which had fallen into disrepair and been unused since the 1980s. The 
site was selected specifically for its spacious interior which allowed Nissan to transform the 
building into a tailor-made urban design space’ (Car Design News 2003). In this most traditional 
of all ‘industries’, which gave birth to Henry Ford’s famous dictum that ‘you can have it any 
colour you want, as long as it’s black’, creative design, accessed via its embedded workforce, 
had become the new black.  

Between 2002 and 2011 the Greater London Authority (GLA) produced five reports on 
employment and output in the Creative industries in London, and the London Development 
Authority (LDA) produced London: A Cultural Audit (Freeman, Oakley,  Naylor, and Pratt 2008), a 
comparison of five global world cities on a wider range of indicators of cultural indicators.ii A 
second edition in 2012, supported by the GLA, widened coverage to 12 cities. These studies 
found London plays a highly distinctive role in the UK’s Creative Economy. With its surrounds in 
the Greater South East, it accounted for nearly two-thirds of the UK’s creative employment, half 
of this in London itself (Freeman 2009, 4).  

Coining the term ‘creative intensity’ to designate the proportion of those working for creative 
firms who were engaged in creative occupations, the GLA found this was systematically higher in 
London than elsewhere. According to the London’s Creative Sector: 2007 Update (Freeman 
2007), this proportion was 54 per cent compared to 45 per cent. As well, when examining all 
creative workers in the UK, the GLA found that the proportion of these that worked for creative 
firms was nearly twice as high in London as elsewhere in the UK. 

Moreover, in the language of Queensland University of Technology’s Trident Methodology, 
London’s embedded creative workforce was also emerging as an important contributor to other 
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sectors. Across all sectors in London the percentage of workers in creative occupations was 14 
per cent. London, these results suggested, was a crucible in which the creative workforce of 
today was forging the Creative Economy of tomorrow. If so, the embedded workforce cannot be 
regarded as a mere supplement to the Creative Industries themselves; not only is it a primary 
reason these industries locate and grow in London, but is critical to the dynamics of a sector 
constantly expanding into new, previously uncreative, spheres. In this chapter, I describe the 
development of the idea of London’s Creative Economy and study some of the reasons for its 
importance and emergence. 

 

1.2 GOVERNANCE, INTELLIGENCE, POLICY AND RESEARCH 
The perception that creativity and culture are keys to London’s role as a global city has become 
an unstated backdrop to almost all GLA strategies. These include its Economic Development and 
Cultural Strategies; the championship of London’s culture as the lynchpin of its global status 
beginning with its first Mayor, Ken Livingstone, and its successful rebranding as a world centre 
of creativity, culminating in its selection as the site of the 2012 Olympic Games. Under London’s 
second Mayor, Boris Johnson, elected in 2008, impressive displays promoting London as a world 
centre of creativity greeted visitors to many world airports for most of 2012. The idea of London 
as a creative-innovative hub lived on in the ‘High-Tech City’ project of a corridor linking the 
Olympic site to the Shoreditch roundabout, a vibrant creative cluster on the City’s North-East 
fringe.  

Yet disputes on what to do about the Creative Economy grew in proportion to agreement on its 
importance. In common with most capitals, London is a highly political environment where 
multiple interests jostle for attention. As soon as a new strategy emerges, the question most 
generally asked is ‘what’s in it for me?’ Bashing the unpopular – which generally includes the 
unfamiliar, culture, and anything that undermines privilege – is not only a proven route to 
power but, insofar as the business of government concerns maintaining incumbency, a workable 
substitute for policy. Johnson’s victory owed much to an attack campaign centring on allegations 
of corruption in the funding of a creative centre catering for Brixton’s black community – 
charges that, both a police investigation and a subsequent high-profile ‘forensic audit’, were 
revealed to be unfounded. Creative London, the initial vehicle for Creative Industry policy, had 
been wound up in 2006 after the Mayor’s office assumed direct control over many key policies. 

This disparity illustrates the central difficulty that this chapter aims to tackle: there was no 
workable theory of how the cultural or Creative Economy even functioned, let alone how to 
influence it. It epitomized Innovation Minister John Denham’s 2008 remark that he had spent all 
his life trying to get his hands on the levers of power, only to find that they weren’t connected 
to anything. The GLA’s research sought to find the connections: to place decision-making on a 
sound basis by providing evidence for, and an explanation of, the relation between London and 
its Creative Industries. 

Our starting point was the statistical approach of the British Department of Culture, Media and 
Sport’s (DCMS) Mapping Document (1998), which focussed, narrowly according to some, on the 
specifically economic side of creativity, providing data for employment, firm counts, and output 
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in the industries and occupations that DCMS defined as creative. However, unlike DCMS, the 
GLA research placed creative occupations – the jobs that people were doing – at the forefront of 
its studies of the enterprises that employed them. 

Core Business did not originate in traditional academic research but in policy imperatives. The 
GLA Act (HMG 1999) committed the Mayor to produce a Cultural Strategy and an Economic 
Development Strategy; and gave him oversight of the LDA, responsible for the latter. Formally 
under the Mayor’s direction, this also had national accountabilities as one of nine Regional 
Development Agencies established in 1998 and wound up in 2011. In 2003 the LDA established a 
Creative Industries Commission (LDA 2005) and the Creative London unit, which assumed initial 
responsibility for London’s Creative Industries. Locating creative industry policy in the LDA 
proved a controversial step; within three years it was disbanded, the LDA’s director was 
replaced, and Jude Woodward was appointed to the new post of creative and cultural advisor, 
the Mayor’s Office assuming the most pivotal creative industry responsibilities. 

The fundamental problem confronting policy-makers and advisors alike was that no 
authoritative body of knowledge existed to inform their judgements. There were sound reasons 
for the general policy orientation: it drew on the experience embedded in London’s cultural 
scene, rich in arts management and investment skills; a new generation of creative 
entrepreneurs and developers emerging from the shadows of the post-Thatcher era; an active 
community of specialist consultancies like the Burns Owens Partnership who later contributed 
to London: A Cultural Audit (Freeman, Oakley, Naylor et al 2008); independent research centres 
like NESTA (National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts), a long-time champion of 
the elusive link that creativity might provide between art, science and innovation; an ongoing 
legacy of data and research methods from pioneers, such as Sara Selwood, cultural economists, 
the controversial proselytizer Richard Florida with his concept of the creative class, and the 
thoughtful visionary Charles Landry, founder of Comedia, who coined the term ‘creative city’ as 
far back as the 1980s.iii 

There was, however, no rigorous body of evidence-based theory to call on. Beyond simply giving 
all Creative Industries what they asked for, hiring specialists who had yet to codify their results, 
or consulting academics who were considerably more at ease when explaining our mistakes 
than when advising us what to do, there was no rational basis for such elementary decisions as 
which industries, initiatives, or clusters to support, nor how, or even whether, to do so.  

The result was a paradox. The Mayor’s interventions transformed London’s creative scene, 
defining London as a world creative hub and consolidating the decisive Creative sectors, which 
made up that scene. Yet the reasons for the transformation were poorly understood. Even 
Livingstone sympathisers like Larry Elliot (2007) dismissed the Creative Economy as a fantasized 
outgrowth of the overweening ambition and bloated finance of the Labour Government of the 
Blair era. In the absence of a transparent rational basis for decision-making, decisions came to 
depend on the capacity and personality of the key players, not the actual strategy pursued. This 
situation arose not because of any lack of attention; the volume of writing, not to mention 
speaking, was as prolific then as it is now. The problem was, simply, that we were studying a 
new beast. 
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1.3 ON STUDYING NEW THINGS 
An unremarked feature of social science is that we are not only still discovering new truths but 
also still creating them. The universe may be large and mysterious, but it has been around for a 
long time. Society is still developing, constantly producing things which were not there before. 

Raymond Williams (1958, xiii) astutely notes that: 

In the last decades of the eighteenth century, and in the first half of the 
nineteenth century, a number of words, which are now of capital importance, 
came for the first time into common English use, or, where they had already 
been generally used in the language, acquired new and important meanings … 
five words are the key points from which this map can be drawn. They are 
industry, democracy, class, art and culture [italics in original].  

Nowadays, hitherto esoteric words like innovate, digitize, and electronic have emerged into 
common speech even as network or cluster – not to mention tweet – acquire meanings they 
never had before. Historians may well record these as signalling social changes comparable to 
the Industrial Revolution. The rational observer of society has to be alive to the presence of the 
new. 

Newness exposes researchers to unique risks. In the presence of new things, concepts and 
methods we once relied on cease to apply, even to old things. Too many writers study the 
creative industries believing they ‘know’ what creation is because the idea has been around for 
centuries. But ‘creativity’, in today’s economy, bears little relation to that which the German 
romantics defined as an ‘act of origination’ (Safranski 2004) much less that which Aristotle 
defined it as the primary attribute of divinity which no mortal could achieve. As for ‘culture’, the 
degree of confusion surrounding what the pundits mean by it is exceeded only by the 
importance they attach to it. 

The working hypothesis of the GLA research was that the Creative Industries, taken as a 
composite, constituted a new object despite the pre-existing meanings of both ‘creation’ and 
‘industry’. This hitherto unknown entity had to be studied in its own terms free of static 
schemas or imported preconceptions. 

This presented a unique challenge: where to begin? Simply to collect data, we needed some 
signpost of what to collect. I give the name pragmatic theoretical elaboration to the resulting 
process, which adapted theory to data to theory in an iterative cycle of refinement. We began 
with the Mapping Document (Department of Culture, Media and Sport 1998) because it was a 
working definition expressing international precedents established over some time by scholars, 
decision-makers, and industry experts.iv 

We applied this to London and its boroughs, providing a test bed for the concept, hitherto 
unknown conclusions to test, and hitherto unasked questions to answer. Our conceptual 
framework, therefore, evolved in parallel with its real world applications. 

The third leg of this tripod was the method of doubt. Our conclusions were and remain highly 
novel. Each time one was drawn, it was articulated so it could be tested by different means. In 
this the GLA was assisted by its critics of whom, felicitously, there was no shortage. Every inch of 
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ground was contested, by political sceptics, business interests, pundits and scholars. Criticism 
ranged from simple denial to alternative definitions so radically different from each other that 
almost nothing remained in common, but included more considered critiques from the arts 
world. We responded in three ways: empirically by interrogating each contested conclusion 
against the evidence, theoretically by refining, revising and where necessary scrapping our 
concepts, and practically by using the refined concepts to redefine the data. 

In the process a robust methodology has emerged, as indicated by A Dynamic Mapping of the 
UK’s Creative Industries (Bakhshi, Freeman and Higgs 2013), which features the first rigorously-
founded definition of the Creative Industries. 

1.4 A BENIGN PRODUCTIVITY REVOLUTION 
Creativity: London’s Core Business (Freeman 2002) showed above all that we were looking at 
growth. Employment and gross value-added were rising faster than all but one comparator 
industry (Business Services) and, significantly, faster in London than elsewhere. 

Unexpectedly, productivity appeared to be rising. Britain’s lacklustre performance had for 
decades been attributed to uncompetitive practices – leading to the conventional wisdom that 
productivity could be increased only by cutting labour costs. But here both employment and 
wages were rising, and output was rising even faster. The report coined the phrase ‘benign 
productivity revolution’ to describe this phenomenon. ‘London’s Creative Industries’, the report 
found, ‘are at the centre of a productivity revolution, expanding both jobs and wealth, with 
employment up by five per cent per year, output by 8.5 per cent and productivity by four per 
cent between 1995 and 2000’ (Freeman 2002, 4). The report confirmed these industries as a key 
element of London’s emerging new economy: with creative employment growing faster than 
anywhere except Business Services, they accounted for one in every five jobs. 

These unusual patterns were repeated across nearly all the DCMS’s disparate sectors, the first 
confirmation that we could be dealing with a real economic object. A further reason to treat 
them as a coherent unity were ‘clusters’ of closely-related industries like Advertising’s Golden 
Square in the West End or West London’s film and video clusters, which had formed organically 
in many parts of London and within which other Creative Industries co-located: Advertisers, 
Architects, Designers, print companies, video studios, boutiques, rock venues and hangout joints 
nestled chic-by-jowl.v Nor did their location simply shadow the Financial sector, as suggested by 
the somewhat simplistic theory that they located close to high-spending sources of demand, 
making their clustering an accidental consequence of an external cause with no autonomous 
dynamic. 

A new picture of London emerged like a print in an old-fashioned darkroom, revealing a hitherto 
unknown, bipolar structure with the City forming the centre of a Financial spoke stretching 
Eastward to Canary Wharf, whilst the West End – with a density of creative industries almost as 
high as finance in the city – formed the centre of a creative spoke stretching South-West 
towards the airport and the upriver suburbs.  

Core Business (Freeman 2002) backed up by the 2004, 2007 and 2009 updates, proved the 
Creative Industries were no figment. Yet the data told us neither why they grew, nor why they 
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clustered. The absence of a causal model accounts for the many worldwide failures of 
scattergun cluster-building identified in an early LDA-commissioned report (see Evans 2009) – 
possibly including the LDA’s own ‘hub’ strategies. Beyond mere evidence, the decision-makers 
needed to understand causes. In articulating them, the significance of the creative workforce 
steadily rose to the fore. 

1.5 DEFINING THE PRODUCT AND IDENTIFYING THE CONSUMER 
The report advanced the first economic model of the Creative Industries, significantly refining 
the DCMS definition. ‘This report,’ it said, ‘expands on [the DCMS] definition by taking the 
decisive linking factor in Creative Industries to be intellectual and creative input, producing 
goods and services that are distinguished by brand, identity and difference’ (Freeman 2002, 3).  

Bridget Rosewell, the GLA’s consultant chief economist, contributed an understanding of these 
industries’ distinctive product – ‘brand, identity and difference.’ This signposted the later 
understanding that a new connection was emerging between ‘aesthetic’ quality and consumer 
choice. The new industries were distinguished by their capacity to understand, anticipate, 
design, and produce what a specific group of customers wanted – the antithesis of the mass-
production model most strongly associated with Henry Ford. 

John Ross, the Mayor’s economic advisor, added an insight into the source of demand for 
creative products, once called luxury goods and which I now describe as discretionary spending. 
‘Leisure goods and services,’ the report pointed out, ‘have not only grown faster than any other 
component of household expenditure over the past 25 years, but are also now the largest single 
component (Chart 3.1). In 1974, leisure goods and services accounted for only 14 per cent of the 
main household spending categories. By 2000/01 this proportion had risen to 25 per cent’ 

1.6 DEFINING THE CREATIVE RESOURCE 
Industrial policy, in any sphere, arguably becomes a science from the moment researchers 
identify the resources that an industry depends on. We had discovered that London itself 
supplied this resource to the Creative Industries, as shown both by their faster growth in the city 
and its surrounds, and their high concentration there. London’s Creative Sector: 2007 Update 
showed that 57 per cent of all UK creative employment was in London and the South East. 
However, to say this resource was located, or even nurtured by London, begged the question. 
The problem was to define it. 

The report included, in common with the beliefs of the time, many references to London’s 
cultural diversity as a factor in these industries’ successes. It bears the stamp of Richard Florida’s 
flagship hypothesis that ‘diversity’ is a primary cause of creativity (2002). Yet diversity was 
vaguely defined, ranging from the number of products, through the range of industries that 
populated them, before settling on the indisputable variety of London’s linguistic, ethnic and 
cultural makeup.  

However the facts did not square with the ‘diversity is creative’ thesis. Play it Right (Greater 
London Authority 2003), dealing with Asian employment in London’s Creative Industries, 
challenged the wide perception that they were strongholds of diversity and ladders of 
opportunity. Subsequent updates (Freeman 2004, 2007, 2009) established that the employment 
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practices of most Creative Industries excluded the very cultural influences on which their 
commercial success was built. With the exception of industries, such as fashion, arguably itself a 
gendered quarter, they were below London par for equality. The diversity of London’s culture 
certainly played a role in making it a location of choice for both making and selling creative 
products. This diversity had yet to penetrate the workforce itself. 

1.7  
SLINGS, ARROWS, AND NOBLE MINDS: THE POLITICAL CLIMATE CHANGES 

The LDA’s ambiguous status was a poisoned chalice: it imposed a hands-off regime on the 
Mayor whilst handing him the rap for all its actions. Creative London was wound up in 2006 
after the Mayor’s Office directly assumed most key policy functions, establishing strategies 
which became the hallmark of the Livingstone administration: recapturing. London’s fashion 
leadership, laying the foundations of a new stage for the film industry, converting London’s 
festival scene from a series of marginal displays into a world showcase for London’s talent, and 
consolidating the brand which secured the Olympics for London: a ‘world in one city’.vi 

Key research conclusions emerge from the mere fact of this success. It confirmed the elusive 
synergy expressed in the concept of place – the combination of a space, and what happens in it. 
London’s success depended not just on the individuals in its workforce, but also on the way they 
interacted in the places that London put at their disposal. We coined the concept of ‘the city as 
a creative factory’ to capture this idea (Freeman 2002, 34). 

Yet such conclusions, though they stood ready to be drawn, were rarely formulated and 
certainly neither absorbed nor promulgated by the GLA’s management. The decisiveness of the 
Mayor’s office contrasted with the increasingly formulaic responses of his bureaucracy. The 
economics unit, wedded to archaic rational choice methods rooted in the a priori assumption 
that the market had to work, developed the criterion of ‘market failure’ into a profoundly 
conservative mantra. Creative industry advocates faced the uphill task of proving that a policy 
might improve an industry which nobody understood. ‘Leave it alone unless you can prove it’s 
going wrong’ became a straightforward case for doing nothing. Ironically, given the 
Schumpeterian zeitgeist of this case, it erected an impenetrable barrier to innovation in the very 
area where openness to the new was the sine qua non of rational enquiry and effective action 
alike. 

This nascent conservatism overlooked an essential piece of the puzzle, identified in an 
unassertive, but highly informative book on creative contracts by Richard Caves (2002) and 
receiving increasing attention from writers on ‘open innovation’ (see, for example, Chesbrough 
2003) and the economic functions of social networks (see, for example, Elizabeth Currid 2007). 
These all highlighted the critical role of non-market factors, such as the ‘gatekeeper’ functions of 
global cities in the vital role of social interaction in the creative production process. 

The ‘market failure’ approach predisposed the outfield to drop this catch. Suffocating in this arid 
environment, the spirit of creative enquiry decamped. Graham Hitchen, Creative London’s 
former head, started his regular ‘Creative Breakfast’, bringing together leading players from all 
over London’s creative scene. Regular participants included: Hasan Bakhshi, whose NESTA 
colleagues yearned for an elusive connection between creativity, art and innovation; Tom 
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Campbell, director of the LDA’s much-reduced Creative Industry team and later a key member 
of the GLA’s enterprising Culture Team, who habitually opened team meetings with a poetry 
reading, and a stream of creative entrepreneurs and political enthusiasts. 

This was only one nexus in a dispersed network of practitioners and researchers. But it catalyzed 
what was, in effect, a new governance structure for London’s search to understand its new 
creative foundations. Participants had learned, and adapted, the networking methods as 
described by Caves. This was an extraordinarily fertile period in London’s thinking about both 
culture and creativity, for which no single individual can be assigned exclusive credit. In the 
industries’ best tradition, it produced a whole much greater than the sum of its parts. 

It yielded a series of research collaborations, some published as blogs by the Mission, Models, 
Money collective, each with a major impact on subsequent thinking.vii It inspired and informed 
the GLA’s further work; not least, it made possible Jude Woodward’s brainchild, the path-
breaking London: A Cultural Audit (Freeman, Oakley and Naylor et al 2008). 

The idea of the Creative Industries, widely perceived as a British export although international 
influences figured heavily in its origins, had taken root outside Britain. In emerging markets, not 
least China, policies centred on the Creative Economy were becoming a central plank of 
developmental strategy. The next step was not to drop the concept of Creative Industries but to 
make it adequate. The process consisted in addressing, one by one, the issues that arose both 
from our initial results, and from their reception.  

1.8 QUESTIONS, QUESTIONS, QUESTIONS 
The first problem, as the fallout settled from the 2000 downturn, was whether the Creative 
Industries really were growing. Were they just a flash in the pan or was there evidence of 
something more sustainable? We triangulated, bringing multiple time-series to bear, including 
two huge business databases yielding a wealth of information about geographical distribution: 
the Interdepartmental Business Register, a tax-based record of over 70 per cent of UK 
businesses, and a proprietary company database derived from Dun and Bradstreet data, 
diligently maintained by Trends Business Research. 

The result was the first microgeographical database on London’s Creative Sector, which was 
used as input to the 2007 Creative Industries update. For the first time local planners could 
study Creative Industry clustering on the geographical scale that it operated. Electoral ward, 
postcode, even street concentrations emerged from the blurry picture offered by survey data. 

A second result was a long-term analysis of Creative Industry growth, demonstrating that its 
cyclic ups and downs overlaid a clear growth trend. It also suggested how the industries reacted 
to downturn, revealing a hitherto unnoticed lag of two years behind the regular business cycle. 
A proper model, and a possible guide to action, was in sight. 

Yet a still more basic question was driven to the fore by the gathering storms of political 
confrontation: did the Creative Industries exist at all? The ‘market failure’ framework 
accompanied conventional anti-interventionist arguments like Hayek’s ‘picking winners’ critique, 
to question the case for action of any kind. If an industrial sector was growing through an 
expansion of the market, why do anything to fix it?  
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Fundamental issues of definition and existence came to the fore, dominated by the charge of 
‘double-counting’. The LDA had constructed criteria for intervention by defining a set of 
arbitrary ‘sectors’ of which the Creative sector was one. This typically formulaic gambit left a 
gaping political hole: the ‘sectors’ supplemented, rather than replaced, the existing traditional 
industrial classifications of Manufacturing, Business Services, Retail, Finance and so on. But in 
consequence, if a special ‘Creative Industry’ incentive was given to an enterprise also finding 
itself in Business Services, it would get two bites at the cherry because it could also avail itself of 
‘Business Service’ incentives. 

The real task was to identify the actual reality of London’s economy, to which the traditional 
sector classification was increasingly irrelevant. If the Creative Industries were the source of 
dynamism in the traditional sectors, the double-counting should actually have been reversed: 
subsidies to Business Services should have been cut, to concentrate on the core business of 
creation. Indeed, in Manufacturing, where creative enterprises dominated by design were 
actually growing, and which the GLA had abandoned as a lost cause, this made total sense. 

Even more politically sensitive was the relation of London’s Creative Economy to its Finance 
sector. If it was an offshoot of Finance, then it made more sense to support Finance, for creation 
would then be an automatic beneficiary. And even if Finance, heaven forbid, encountered 
problems it could not solve, no special policy for creation could save it. There were grounds for 
such ideas. If discretionary spending was primarily associated with high incomes then, even if 
morally repugnant on other grounds, the Creative Industries might well be best supported by 
harnessing London’s vibrant and high-spending Financial sector. But if there was a growing 
source of creative dynamism independent of both finance and high spending, then to the 
contrary, as the Mayor’s policies in fact virtually proved, London could be freed of its Finance 
habit by building up a new, dynamic, and genuinely independent productive sector – creation, 
its core business. To choose between these courses, it was necessary to establish if the Creative 
Economy really existed. To decide that, it was necessary to define how it functioned. It had 
become indispensable to identify the resources on which it depended. 

1.9 CREATIVITY, A HUMAN RESOURCE 
London’s Core Business (Freeman 2002) identified the nature of the Creative Industries’ special 
product, diversity and brand, and its source of demand, discretionary spending – but had not 
resolved what its special resource might be. The clue was the interaction between the 
occupations defined by the DCMS classification and the industries. It was possible to ask the 
simple question ‘how many creative people do the Creative Industries employ?’ The results 
were striking. Dynamic Mapping (Bakhshi, Freeman and Higgs 2013) has confirmed that 
intensity in the Creative Industries is 25 times greater than in the rest of the economy – with 
intensities ranging from 30 to 80 per cent. Even more striking, the 2007 update showed, 
intensity was distinctively higher in London and the South East – and appeared to be growing, 
suggesting a dynamic process of emergence led by London. 

This was the first empirical confirmation that the missing ‘resource’ of the Creative Industries 
was, in fact, its workforce. This idea ran counter to the received economic wisdom that labour is 
a substitute for capital, and also the trend established by Harry Braverman (1974), which saw 
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the ‘deskilling’ of labour as a long-term trend of capitalism. The Creative Industries seemed to 
buck both trends. They depended on a type of labour defined by the fact that it could not be 
mechanised; the indispensable input provided by this labour was precisely that which could not 
be replaced – its creativity. 

This provided a further causal link between workforce and space by explaining why the Creative 
Industries might cluster. Clustering is not new to economics but the scale of the clusters studied 
by writers, such as Michael Porter (1990) is generally large – often 50 to 100 miles apart. In 
London’s Creative Economy, groups of industries located characteristically extremely close to 
each other, for example in London’s Golden Square, the centre of its Advertising industry, in the 
West End more generally, and in recognizable and even iconic formations, such as the 
Paddington basin, which it will be recalled is what brought Nissan to London. Why should these 
industries be so close together? Pre-market selection gives part of the answer. It is the 
workforce itself that offers the full explanation: collaborative team, Caves’s (2002) ‘motley crew’ 
principle and open innovation all belong to the realm of the productive process of creation. They 
are ‘how creation happens’. And they require face-to-face interaction. ‘Microspatial clustering’ 
as we called it, is the expression of process whose primal means of production are the brain, the 
foot, and the mouth. 

1.10 CONCLUSION: SERVICE AND THE CITY 
Due consideration to the city’s embedded workforce allows us, I believe, to join up the two most 
important aspects of what the modern city achieves. As a space within which face-to-face 
interactions can be achieved, it organises the collaborations and gate-keeping functions of 
creative production – and it slakes the social hunger for personal interactions, to be part of an 
audience, a crowd, a social gathering, or a group, organising them into the iconic moments 
which characterize commercial creativity and which, ironically and ecstatically, characterize the 
primal and eternal aspects of what makes us social beings: event and place. Neither of these two 
opposed and alienated terms makes the remotest sense without humans, situated by them in 
the time and space frames of modern life. These three words define the Creative Economy  

Such pioneer geographers of communication as McLuhan and to some extent Innis sketched a 
planet in which communication would obliterate settlement. If everyone can speak to everyone 
else, how does it matter where we live? Yet society has evolved in the opposite direction. The 
modern city has not been made an anachronism by communication: it has been redefined by it. 
Cities are where humans go to interact. 

This development has to be set against the background of a proper understanding of the so-
called digital revolution. In the age of which Raymond Williams wrote, technology was 
associated above all with the production of things. Yet today, over 80 per cent of the labour of 
the advanced economies produces services – essentially, human interactions. Understanding, 
again failing to keep up with this new phenomenon, is dominated by the paradox of William 
Baumol’s ‘cost disease’ (Baumol and Bowen 1966; see, also, Heilbrun 2003), one of the earliest 
justifications for funding the arts. Baumol argued that productivity in services, by their very 
nature, could not be augmented. An orchestra, for example, cannot increase its productivity by 
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playing faster. Therefore, the public had to fund the arts, because normal market mechanisms 
would not allow them to increase their revenues. 

But even as Baumol was writing, electronic technology was already transforming the 
productivity of the service industries by simply removing the need for humans to be next to 
each other in order to interact. Broadcast and communications were removing barriers of 
distance; recording and reproduction technologies were steadily eradicating the barriers of 
time. And, finally, with digitization and the internet, the last barrier of quantity has fallen. It is 
now possible to deliver services across any distance, in any quantity, and at any time – at a 
vanishing cost.  

This redefines the value of the product, which was never purely quantitative and is now 
predominantly qualitative. An orchestra can improve its productivity – by playing better, or 
reaching new audiences. This is indeed already known to economic theory, in the notion that 
the utility (wither social or individual) of an object defines its value in use. But the modern 
implications are clear only now that the service revolution has transformed the cost structure of 
service delivery. The use value of creative services and products lies not in their quantity, but 
the breadth of human experience they cater for. Their primary means of production are no 
longer machines but the talent and creativity of the humans who make them. This talent and 
creativity, in turn, is not only organised by interactions between these producers but consumed 
by the crowd, by multiples of humans, by audiences. The city is what makes this possible. The 
embedded workforce is, then, what creates the city. 

We can thus think of London’s embedded workforce as performing two functions in parallel. As 
the researchers cited by Greg Hearn note, it acts “on the economy as a whole” – making the city 
what it is, a space which affords the specialist and their associated support worker an 
environment in which to make creative products and services. Second, within that space, it 
provides a resource, from which new creative industries, emerging from their materialist 
cocoon, draw that nutrition that is essential to invigorate the “innovation-based growth” which 
is their hallmark. 

(TBA GH changes + acknowledgements) 
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i The many contributions to the ideas in this paper are clear from the text and above all the references. I 
would like specially to acknowledge Tom Campbell, Jude Woodward, and Graham Hitchen all of whom 
commented earlier drafts. Of course, the interpretation of events is my own as are any errors. 

ii The five GLA papers are: Creativity: London’s Core Business (Freeman 2002), Play it Right: Asian Creative 
Industries in London (GLA 2003), London’s Creative Sector: 2004 Update (Freeman 2004), London’s 
Creative Sector: 2007 Update (Freeman 2007), London’s Creative Workforce: 2009 Update (Freeman 
2009). 

iii See, for example, Sara Selwood (1994), Richard Florida (2002), Charles Landry (2006), Ruth Towse 
(2003). 

iv These origins are discussed in A Dynamic Mapping of the UK’s Creative Industries (Bakhshi, Freeman and 
Higgs 2013, 8). See also Justin O’Connor (2007). 

v See, for example, Andy Pratt (2013). 

vi Creative London ‘was the unit set up by the LDA alongside the development of the Mayor’s Commission 
on the Creative Industries. Formally launched in 2004, it had a relatively short life-span as Mayoral 
priorities – and subsequently Mayors – changed’ (Creative London 2013).  

vii To give but two examples: Intrinsic Value (Bahkshi, Freeman and Hitchen 2009) spawned two successive 
ESRC/AHRC-funded research fellowships into the value of culture (O’Brien 2010) hosted at DCMS, and a 
two-year project on the value of culture (AHRC 2010) now a centre of attention of UK cultural policy; 
whilst Dynamic Mapping (Bahkshi, Freeman and Higgs 2013), at the time of writing, is the driving 
intellectual force behind DCMS’s 2013 reclassification of the creative industries. 

 


